Alert Trinity Eleven James Unbeaten Wesleyan Cards

Blue and Gold Eliminates Women from Ranks of Unbeaten in 20-0 Win

KOBROSKY INJURED

Dislocates Finger in First Few Minutes of Wesleyan Game Without Interception

The Wesleyan Cardinal was at last effectively caged and its dreams of an unbeaten season dashed by a courageous Trinity eleven who withstood the challenge of Audus Field and left it under the wrench of a 20-0 score.

First meeting of the season between a Blue and Gold with fifteen victories to its credit was toppled by an underdog Trinity, unassailable by the impressiveness of its four wins.

On the big field when a Blue and Gold with fifteen victories to its credit was toppled by an underdog Trinity with a perfect season, there was no doubt in the minds of the 750 who witnessed the game.

It was then an alert and amasing performance that brought a Blue and Gold into the Hilltop in the thirty-ninth renewal of these gridiron battles. Kobrosky and the Blue and Gold performed their trademark choric plays to perfection behind a line and defense which held the ball on the 35-yard line and Lindell at end spent a good part of the afternoon in the Wesleyan backfield and pared the way for the first score by intercepting a lateral andaving 75 yards to the Cardinal three-yard line.

Not even a dislocated finger could prevent Mickey Kobrosky from tangling with the men of Middletown for the last time in his college career, for the first time he met a Blue and Gold field with his hand a bloody mess after being sent out of order to run and pass as (Continued on page 2.)

JESTERS PLAN COMEDY FOR FIRST PRODUCTION

Junior Leaguers May Participate in Play Set for Week-End of Sophomore Hop

At the first meeting of the Senior Jesters last Sunday it was decided that the Trinity dramatic organization will present its first offering during the Sophomore Hop week-end.

The female characters, it is hoped, will be recruited from either the Junior League of Hartford or from some group of women who are interested in acting and are willing to try out. Those who are interested in the staging and business arrangements should contact Frank Smith, Stage Director, or Thomas Whaples, the Business Manager.

The director has not yet been chosen, but it is expected that Professor H. B. F. Humphrey, Head of the History and Government Department, Professor Edward of the Geology Department, the Convention Alpha Chapter of Pi Gamma Mu, National Social Science Honor Society, was formally inducted into membership at a meeting held during the Sophomore Hop week-end.

Pi GAMMA MU INDUCTS CHAPTER AT TRINITY

National Social Science Honor Society Now Has 22 Trinity Men Among Famous Members

Brought to Trinity by Professor Edward F. Humphrey, Head of the History and Government Department, and Professor of the Geology Department, the Convention Alpha Chapter of Pi Gamma Mu, National Social Science Honor Society, was formally inducted into membership at a meeting held during the Sophomore Hop week-end.

Pi Gamma Mu was founded in 1924 at Southeastern University, Kennesaw, by Doctor Lorry Allen, present National Secretary, states that its purpose is to promote the work being done in the field of the Social Sciences, and to further the development of the field of learning that Phi Beta Kappa does not have the opportunity to cover for the pure sciences.

Since its Foundation Pi Gamma Mu has spread to 42 states and 2 Canadian provinces.

Requirements for admission, strict and only for men who have thought seriously and extensively interested in the movement are: at least twenty semester hours, with an average of 85 or better, in the Social Sciences, 1, 2, History, Sociology, etc., outstanding work in the field, and upon recommendation of the faculty member, a unanimous vote of those present at a meeting.

Alumni News

An alumni pep rally was held at the University Club last Friday night. The purpose was to promote the Alumni Association of which Robert C. Thorpe, Jr., president, and the program was attended by approximately one hundred Trinity alumni, many of whom had not been on campus for years.

The program included a speech by Joe Collins, Clark, W. McCloud, and Dam Jesse, President O'Fly, and concluded with a dance given by Alpha Delta Kappa Epilson.

Fraternity News

Delta Psi Saturday evening after the Wesleyan football game, Anthony's Hall had a dance with a large set of guests from the Trinity Troubadours.

The Troubadours in whose company Saturday evening was an enjoyable one for Andrew H. Onderdonk, '99, President; George O'Hara, '50; Robert Burgess, '52; Keith Funston, '53; James G. Marks, '53; Edgar H. Evans, '54; Donald Snowden, '54; James Depugn, Conv. '52; William E. McPherson, '52; James A. Walsh, '52; William B. Warner, '52.

Mr. Jarvis Laboratory Improvements Needed News Items Show Surplus

The annual fall meeting of the Board of Trustees met at the College last Tuesday and under the presidency of the President, Librarian, Alumni Society and various other standing committees were presented and accepted. The President reported on various audits and bequests to the College, including a recent gift to the Library fund from John F. Ferguson, and expressed appreciation for Mr. Mathes' recent provisions for maintenance of the College chapel.

A letter from Professor Perkins out the Board in behalf of Mr. Pearsall that the board ought to sign the Matriculation book.

The financial condition of the College was closed on June 30, 1935, with a surplus of $10,000 over expenses for the last academic year, which was also reported by President Ogilby, particularly for field house for the Athletic Department.

Plans were made for providing for future. Outing of the campus.

The annual fall meeting of the Board of Trustees met at the College last Tuesday and under the presidency of the President, Librarian, Alumni Society and various other standing committees were presented and accepted. The President reported on various audits and bequests to the College, including a recent gift to the Library fund from John F. Ferguson, and expressed appreciation for Mr. Mathes' recent provisions for maintenance of the College chapel.

Among the alumni at the Wesleyan game were: William G. Mather, President, of one thousand persons. He also noted that the College was running

TUESDAY NIGHT STANDUP

Mr. Watters Announces Organ Recital Dates

A series of four historical organ recitals has been planned by Mr. Watters to be played in the College chapel during the month of November. The recitals will begin at 8:15 p.m. and will be held on the following dates: Wednesday, November 4; Tuesday, November 10; Wednesday, November 18; Tuesday, November 24; Thursday, November 26. Mr. Watters has designed his series to be an exposition of the choral, the organ, and the keyboard literature of the Baroque and the Romantic periods.

The program for the afternoon in the Wesleyan backfield and pared the way for the first score by intercepting a lateral andaving 75 yards to the Cardinal three-yard line.
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HAMPTON SIXTEN SING IN WEDNESDAY CHAPEL

Secretary Sindall Tells About Institute—Final Tour

In the feature of last Wednesday's morning chapel service, the Hampton Institute colored sextet delivered a series of Negro spirituals charity hike. John Henry Walnain, singing for the Hampden sextet, is now on his farewell tour.

The Hampton singers, whose visits to Trinity have been going on for the last thirty years, sung in a performed a that was well up to their cus-

timentary standard. Their roster in-cluded George Hamilton, second tenor; Charles Lowell, first tenor; George Hamilton and Jeremiah Thomas, baritone; and William L. Byrd and Walnain, basses.

Their program was divided into two parts, the second go to be each period. In the first group were the songs, "Gonna Walk and Talk with Jesus," "My Lord, What a Morning," "We Are Climbing Jacob's Ladder," "That's What I'm Here For," and "When the War Is Over." The second tenor, delivered all of the solo singing in these songs, while the basses blended together in the chorus, which attained a high degree of
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TRIPOD

Negroes for self-supporting citizenship was the keynote of the Democratic State Assembly held in Atlanta on Nov. 5, 1936.

FRATERNITY FORCES

WESLEYAN OFFICIALS

The Athenaeum held an open meeting in the Lounge on Monday evening, Oct. 26, at which attendance was again greater than usual. Two major parties discussed the merits and faults of President Roosevelt and the Whiteman in their efforts to control the negro. A group of thirteen, the chale over to Professor Taylor in order to aid the Democratic cause. The two twenty-four men made up the Republican, and James E. Paterson, Jr., was the chairman of the meeting. After they finished, the audience asked and answered questions, cast aspirations to carry the movement out of the church and into the streets. The cheer, and generally enjoyed itself.

Alumni returning for the game Saturday were Thomas Flanagan, '12; Ethelbert Smith, '13; Thomas B. West, '14; Walter P. Hackett, '16; William Jackson, '21; George Hardt, '29; and Alison Miller, ex-'25.

Delta Phi

After the game, the home Delta Phi held an alumni reunion. Among those present were Frederick Hinkle, '26; Charles Ethier, '28; John B. Reinheimer, '39; John B. France, '37; Dr. Ronald C. Mertens, '39; John B. Reinheimer, '39; and Ronald Mertens, '39. Mr. In the second portion of the pro-

HAMPTON INSTITUTE

(Continued from page 1.)

ALUMNI NEWS

(Continued from page 1.)

Terry Johnson scored a point for Trinity on a 10-yard pass from Albright. This was the only score of the day for either team, and the score stood as the final. Trinity took advantage of

HOW ABOUT A BAND?

we were especially pleased to note the way spectators rose to their feet at certain points in the game. Having only last week mentioned the poor cheering and general lack of spirit apparent during the Connecticut State game, we wonder if the mere fact that Trinity was playing Wesleyan had anything to do with the extra enthusi-

KEEP YELLING

Saturday's game with Wesleyan included not only a satisfactory score but also a very definite improvement in the cheering and general enthusiasm of the student body. Naturally we hope it does not; certain interested parties feel it is doing great damage.

Kappa and redheaded O'Malley twirled and spun from their perch on a pole in the center of the field, but this time Trinity had a close call before admitting them to the list of teams on the scoreboard. With Kobratsky in the lineup a counter offensive al

Alumni News (Continued from page 1.)

Somehow shrugged at this rebuttal, the Athenaeum set out to show that Wesleyan, as Holzer, deep in his end zone, took the pigskin, and a flurry of blue shirts swarmed over him. There was a wild scramble for the ball, which was fumbled, the ball going out of bounds. Three Cs were untangled, and then a tri-

ALUMNI NEWS

(Continued from page 1.)

During the brief intermission between periods John Sindall, the Field Sec-

dary, was there with a loudspeaker, and gave a brief and informal discus-
sion of the advantages of the Institute for the Negro race. Ninety percent of the Hampton graduates in the State come from the aid of the college in the payment of their school expenses. To gain this support, they must do a great amount of the work on the campus. Besides this, every stu-
dent has an opportunity to secure a scholarship, and if he is handicapped on the basis of scholarship and charac-
ter records.

The Athenaeum held the open meeting in the Lounge on Monday evening, Oct. 26, at which admission was free. Two major parties discussed the merits and faults of President Roosevelt and the Whiteman in their efforts to control the negro. The two twenty-four men made up the Republican, and

JESSE FISHER

There is, of course, one major question which must be answered before we can see that a band is feasible. Are there enough musically inclined students to support such a band? The factor would have to be investigated as one of the first steps.

At the present time there are two orchestras made up of members of the men's and women's glee clubs. Each has at least a nucleus of a band. The Athenaeum will study the possibilities of its columns to any students desiring to express opinions on this subject and also suggests that either the Administration or the Senate both give the idea some active consideration in order to get the project under way.
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TRINITY SERVICE STATION
Branch-70 Farmington Avenue
Hartford, Conn.

BOOKING BONANZA!
TALLIES ON PASS

Pete Rihe's Passing Features
Trinity's Attacking Two-Backs Defense

Boots take Wesmen in overtime encounter

Captain O'Bryon counts with ten seconds to go

By virtue of a thrilling 2:1 overtime win at the expense of a good Wesleyan team, the first Varsity Soccer team ever to wear the Blue and Gold of Trinity automatically swept the 1919 season championship.

Not just the small college championship, either, for this Cardinal and Black squad, which has warmed Dan Jessee's heart as the raw courage displayed by Gaertner for White; referee, Netter; time, 98 minutes.

Wesleyan quickly swept down to their own 25 as a result of a successful pass to Knurek for a 28-yard gain from center to Kelly, who crossed the goal line.

At the Allyn Theatre

HUBERT DRUG

32 ALLEY STREET

94 ALLEY STREET

Press Work a Specialty

The Bryant & Chapman Company

The Leading Milk Dealers on the Trinity Campus

HONISS EST. 1865

Visit your Favorite Dining Room

In the semi-finals O'Bryon defeated Bowhowksy 6-2, 6-3.

MATRICULATION

In fact, the only points gained by the visitors were narrowly missed, or were lucked out for the purpose of electing members.

ALUMNI OF THE YEAR 1919

Trinity Students

OVERTIME ENCOUNTER

Monday, November 3, 1919

TRINITY TRIOPID

HARRY KELLY

G. FOSTER & CO.

G. FOSTER & CO.

HARTFORD

Hartford, Conn.

GOAL KEEPING
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PURITY...and of finer texture than most anything that touches your lips...

We all agree on this...cigarette paper is important. For Chesterfield we use the best paper that we can buy. It is called Champagne Cigarette Paper. It is made from the soft, silky fibre of the flax plant. It is washed over and over in clear, sparkling water.

A lot of the pleasure you get in smoking Chesterfields is due to our using the right kind of cigarette paper. Chesterfield paper is pure, and it burns without taste or odor.